Key Values

- Average ‘value’ score on the survey of 3.92 (out of 5, with 5 very highly valued)
- Beach is a key focus—highly valued for walking, relaxing, fishing
- Valued for camping and family holidays
- Bushland and the national park were also valued as places to camp and experience wildlife.
- Small village ‘feel’ important to residents and visitors

“My family and I love the pristine areas of Burrum Heads in their natural state.”

“I love Burrum Heads. The peace, isolation and beautiful sand.”

“The public spaces such as the Lions Park in Burrum Heads, where the whole community can meet and recreate for free in a beautiful environment.”
**Burrum River**

**Key Values**

- Average value score on the survey of 3.56 (out of 5, with 5 very highly valued).
- Workshop participants highly valued opportunities for fishing, boating, walking and swimming.
- The river system, fish/wader habitats are also valuable features of the locality.
Values and Changes (all workshops)

VALUES
1. Good fishing (competition)
2. Boat ramp (recently upgraded)
3. Burrum foreshore - walking access (buffer to residential)
4. Swimming
5. Boating
6. Camping, holidaying, pet friendly
7. Entertaining
8. Facilities, shops, medical, etc
9. Bike paths
10. Beach at Burrum Heads is focus of the village (holiday accommodation/economical). Kid friendly, long walks, huge tide, always interesting
11. Fisheries habitats/wader habitats
12. General small commercial amenity
13. National park
14. River system
15. Beaches (calming spot to relax)
16. Bushland - camping and wildlife
17. National landmarks

Other observations:
- Protect Burrum system; sailboarding competition; beautiful views

CHANGES OBSERVED
1. Erosion of Burrum River banks affecting bank and middens (cultural values)
2. SLR can cause problems for home owners here. Homes destroyed in tornadoes/cyclone in 2013
3. Old trees stranded on beach/washed away. More erosion of dunes - more fallen trees
4. New boat facility/boat ramp
5. Stories from friends now in their late 80s of what it was like there in their 20s. Lots of land has been lost in that time. There used to be a wide esplanade all long there. Implications for street access. Also not much space for trees to mitigate winds therefore erosion
6. More employment opportunities

Other observations:
- Waterfront hospitality; school; plant more trees

WOULD YOU CHANGE ANYTHING? (YOUTH)
1. More parks
2. More dining facilities (cafes)
3. Potential bridge over